Call Meeting to Order at 6:00 pm
Roll Call
Review Previous Minutes
  o October 17th, 2013
Marshall: Move to approve.
Seconded by Kirby.
Motion passes.
Public Comment
Presentations
  o IT Outreach to Students
    ▪ Adam Edelman (aedelman@montana.edu)
Edelman: Hi! Thanks for having me! Didn’t prepare a formal presentation, wanted more of a discussion, opportunity to discuss things. I’m the interim CIO, run IT, things going on with wireless, can give you updates on projects, really want to tap into you guys, make sure what we’re doing is in line with what you want to see. Develop a structure, prioritize projects we do, want you to feel connected and the efforts we make are focused on meeting your needs. Open up conversation/discussion on IT/tech on campus.
Oak: Discussion vital to education of body, choose words intelligently, limit times.
Kirby: Thanks for being here. Read in Exponent one of main issues, high volume of devices connected. What have you done to work on issues?
Edelman: Funds to build out wireless to meet needs of everyone on campus. Time to do this correctly. You go through and survey every space on campus, put floor plans into program. First pass design, create access points. It’s a very sophisticated program. Adjust manually, then deploy. Did that, with first pass in upgraded buildings, did pretty well. Not good enough, though. Didn’t predict hundreds of devices in certain places. Going back, you can deploy more access points for better coverage, also tuning. Mac or
Apple device. Way your configure the way the devices connect is different. Should see improvements with Apple already, deploying more access points, working through troubleshooting.

Rowe: I’m a senator who’s on IT council. I know you had scheduling conflicts with meeting. Great strides in meeting. With passing of Dewitt Latimer, established an IT forum, CIO come down to senate room, meet with a couple of centers, concerned constituents, tackle issues. Dewitt responsive to that, established town hall meetings. Would you like to see that continue?

Edelman: Thank you for being on that committee. Town halls we’re still doing, we’ve only had once since I’ve been in this role, IT forum wasn’t quite aware of. Spoke with Lindsay. What avenues you want to connect? Regular meeting, time a set of you and want to get together, I’m there, and I’d love to do that.

Rowe: I’ll contact you outside the meetings. Search committee new CIO.

Edelman: Just started. Not on search committee. Will start reviewing applicants 8th of November. Go into next calendar year in order to make sure students are here to see candidates.

Cowles: Excuse ignorance. How D2L and other products, administered and managed within IT? Why we chose not to include campus life side of services?

Edelman: Lots there. D2L is different from banner. Managed out of extended university. In the cloud, we don’t run the servers here. Administration, plumbing, etc. done at extended university. Why campus life portion wasn’t implemented, I don’t know.

Cowles: Looking into an app, service to students that goes beyond academics, includes communication with professors.

Edelman: In general, we have those things for banner. Several servers here. Run that for all four MSU campuses. Small team, do all of that.

Dale: Wanted to express thanks to you guys, internet has gotten better since the beginning of the year, thank you for the work you guys are doing. With record number of students, new campuses, I can’t imagine the workload that is.

Edelman: Can you say that again? Administration is stepping up in a way that is way beyond what it has ever been. There are bumps but we’re catching up.
Erwin: What is your projected outlook for upgrading as far as funding for expanding more for wireless?

Edelman: We’re doing great. Added some more info to Exponent. Spent $1.2mil between main campus and residential areas. Provost kicked in $300,000+, we have even more. Fieldhouse will improve, some external areas like Centennial Mall, Romney Oval, add productivity to those open areas. Only so much capacity to do work. 2 years from now, complete coverage on campus. Any questions or concerns, please don’t hesitate to find me, email me, etc. Thanks for the time, I appreciate it.

Disability, Re-Entry and Veterans Services

Brenda York (byork@montana.edu)

York: How are you guys doing tonight? Lindsay asked me to talk, what we’re doing. Veteran initiative money. We receive $308,000 for campus. 571 students from GI bill. Up 45, 50 students from last spring. Anticipate over 600 next fall as military starts downsizing. Popular campus for vets. Some great initiatives. Task force: Ronda Russell, Brian Kassar, Carina Beck, Matt Caires, and myself. Veteran advisory board. Lindsay found 2 students, staff, faculty, students, and townspeople. Once a semester. Meet about ways to improve, putting together a big speaker for next spring. Talking some big names. Wanted to concentrate on counseling services for vets and families. Spouses have been coming up, saying spouse is having nightmares, he/she not the same. Support groups through CPS. Lots of them need it right now. Hard to go from military to civilian life. Hard to go from war to being surrounded by 18-year-olds. More mental health screenings, helped purchase an online depression and substance abuse screening. Bought to target veterans. We’re hoping to generate first report of that in next few weeks. Gave CPS money for training QPR, go train faculty/staff. Virtual reality program for PTSD. Pretty significant program. Students across the board, not just veterans. Career services, career coaching, spring bus tour, take veterans to different tours in Montana, internships, jobs, etc. Veteran alumni mentoring as well. Matt is starting a mentoring program. We’re working on it! To mentor vets in crisis, having conduct issues, aren’t fitting in. Also created champ change for veterans. Just rolled that out. MSU 101, vet ally program like safe zone. Started at Georgetown, vets can go to faculty/staff and vent, and not feel threatened. Veteran orientations. Better website.
Really cool: kind of sort of expensive. Virtual campus visit for veterans. Lots on ships, bases in Afghanistan, Japan, etc. They don’t know about MSU. Get calls, can you describe area? Create virtual tour. Go out to other students as well. Filming: vet’s day weekend, that game. Cool things happening that weekend. Lots of filming on that, include on virtual tour. ASMSU president, president speak. Hope it goes live by next summer. Something you guys do that is super instrumental. 5/6 years ago. Veterans Park. You gave us some money. Task force, keep improving that. We want to get boulders of each time period of conflict, quote from time period. Looked at names, gets touchy. Try to do more with the veterans memorial park, will present that to you, love to have you involved. Trying to find some other money. Spring: hopefully big speaker for leadership, want educational summit for faculty, staff, students. Lots of belief that vets are dangerous. Starting to get calls. We want to educate people that vets aren’t dangerous and many are really great people with amazing leadership qualities. Hopefully some mini workshops. Also want to do outreach to tribal colleges. Native Americans, highest population of vets in MT. Lots of benefits, want to do like Rocking the Res but for veterans. Some things on the initiative that we’re doing. Vet center, please stop by. Come after two it’s a bit quieter. Lots of workshops in there. Greatly appreciate everyone’s support during the shutdown. Hopefully in January we’ll keep going on instead of that again. Work with Tester’s office on vet issues, working with Daines tomorrow. Stay in touch with that.

Murdock: Want to publicly thank Brenda for all of her work. Without a doubt, one of hardest working administrators on this campus. Sitting in bureaucratic meetings every day, talking to students when they come with a crisis. Work with and for veterans, incredible. All work she’s doing to make MSU more ADA compliant, incredible! So students in wheelchairs don’t have to think about where they can go to the bathroom and they can focus on going to school. Not always issues we’re most aware of. Often a thankless job, please thank her and reach out to students she serves, gets feedback from them. I’ve never heard a bad thing about her from a student.

Rowe: ADA compliance. Which buildings not ADA compliant?

York: Getting better! I’ve been doing this for 19 years. People didn’t get it. ADA came in 1990, most buildings on this campus were built before then. Start with SOB. Know I’ve
been the messenger on some bad news for club activities this week. Lewis Hall is iffy, not ideal, Herrick, Montana Hall, Romney is awful, one of issues is the cost of it, and some of these buildings are so old. Can’t handle to put lift in SOB. Elevator in MT hall would be super expensive, in the millions because of structure. What we do by law is move classrooms. Interactive map on MSU’s page. It sounds weird, but we have bathrooms accessible in buildings inaccessible. Reid: scary elevator. Can you imagine having immobility? On long-range plan to get renovated this summer. Linfield, Hamilton, elevator now. I never thought I’d be around to see Hamilton collapse in earthquake, let alone be ADA accessible. ADA advisory committee. Any project goes through them. I now know lots about bathrooms, notice that everywhere I go. Some buildings partially accessible, try to be as proactive as we can, address concerns. SOB. I'm a history major. Love SOB, history, and atmosphere. Nightmare, so many clubs using it, not accessible. Facilities looking at it because of heavy use, also a historic building. 80% accessible here on campus, 20% not. Admissions used to be in Hamilton, was an issue. Come a long way since when I started.

Nguyen: Thanks for coming in, work you do. Could you elaborate more on PTSD virtual reality program?

York: We haven’t bought it yet. Supported by DOD. Gold standard for treatment by army medical center. Live through what they experienced, get past some of these issues. One of our vets who lost his legs went back to place he was injured at as a process of dealing with that trauma. One of hardest things he’s had to do, go to spot where he almost died. Many of our vets are sensitive to crowds, loud noises, etc. This can help them work through some of those issues.

Marshall: Thanks for coming. Work you do on campus is phenomenal. Concerning SOB last week, what can we as students, senators do to help you improve accessibility?

York: Be proactive, recognize it’s not accessible. Also think of hearing, visual, etc. Contact someone, work with us, as if accommodations can be made. If someone shows up in wheelchair, do NOT carry them up the stairs. That’s a huge liability. Just be proactive. When you’re putting events together, think about it. I know it’s hard. Our office is there to help, call us at any time, we can help. Lots we can do to help you, no easy answer, be proactive, stop and think about it ahead of time. Like a checklist. I have
to think about it when we’re planning stuff. Don’t hesitate to call us, what we’re there for, email me, and I’ll get back to you ASAP. Student rep Flynn Murray on ADA advisory, Lindsay comes when she can. Bring some concerns. That’s what it’s for. Kostelnik: Thank you. Brother veteran and disabled. I was in a wheelchair for a year. Know all about those issues, just saw the Linfield renovations. Looks great. York: When MT Hall gets renovated, I can move on. I’ll become a florist or something! Cristando: I know there were some difficult times during shutdown. How are you funded? Can veterans use your services during an extended shutdown? York: Funded through state, vets get money from GI bill. October was fine. When this happens, never had to deal with it to this extent. Emergency loans through financial aid. VFW, American legion, etc. donated to help. For some vets who have families, this is what they live on. Disability pay, etc. working whatever angles. Tuition and fees not an issue. Working with any veteran we could. Hopefully all November payments will be on time. Contingency plans. It was going to be tough, felt worse for vets when I had to write letters. It was really hard. Hard letter to write to people. Everyone on top of it, trying to do all they could. One of only schools that wrote to students, thought so important to communicate. It was interesting, hope we don’t go through that again. Polukoff: Thanks for being here! Mentioned services for psychological issues with the veterans. Services for physical disabilities? York: We don’t, but we have good contacts in the state. VA not smoothest running organization in the world, but contacts can push it up pretty quickly when need be. We have a vet who needed a replacement part on leg. Went to senator Tester’s office because he had been waiting four weeks waiting for response. Two days later, got the part. It gets done. We connect them to a lot of places, no VA clinic in Bozeman but getting better about contracting for private services here in Bozeman.

○ Senate Appointment Process – Eric Oak
Oak: Had a lot of questions from many of you about how we will fill void. Educate you with what constitution, bylaws dictate. Constitution: in case of vacancies, appoint members from ASMSU. Same requirements for regularly elected senators. Simple majority by senators required. Each position filled singularly. Not simple majority, two candidates with most votes placed on second ballot. Bylaws nitty gritty: we need to fill
position 5 days after elected seat leaves, put advertisement up for at least 10 class
days. Posted a sheet for college of arts and architecture. Ads placed in college
tomorrow morning, throughout SUB. Ten days pass, collect listings. Presentation first
week of November.
Rowe: I'm curious how many absences Senator Maher has had?
Marshall: We can tell you, we’d rather it be her business. We will let you know if we
need to appoint someone new, rather it not be everyone’s business.
Mains: We need to know for our deans meeting. Come talk to us so we can respect our
dean.
Oak: If you have friends in arts & arch, tell them about position.
  o Senate Discretionary – Erica Dunn
Dunn: It’s Thursday night. How’s everybody doing? Perk right up! We’re going to talk
about money! Money you get to spend! Yeah! Idea of taking our office hours, extend
them beyond ASMSU, sit in college buildings. Plate of warms cookies, etc. Once a
month reach out to direct constituencies. However. Can’t expect them to make cookies.
It would be nice, but we decided and senate decided, you guys should have allowance
of $50 per year to spend on outreach efforts. Giant banner that says snacks with your
senator, really awesome idea you think will get people to talk to you, outreach more,
represent them in here more accurately. Each of you gets $50. Congratulations! Can’t
spend it on whatever. Little bitty process. Idea, go to senate president. He will deem
whether or not that’s appropriate spending. Giant Under Armour sweatshirt with a tiny
ASMSU logo on it? Probably not. Cookies for senate hours? Probably a good one! We
will chat when those come through, that way you can get out there! Questions on
senate discretionary?
Rowe: Is it per year or do we get another $50 in the spring?
Dunn: Per academic year, fiscal year.
Mains: Hey Erica? Great idea to combine all money from college and have an awesome
huge event?
Dunn: Oh my gosh Hannah! That’s an incredible idea! L&S little lucky, $200 for you.
Sorry to Ag, you don’t much money.
Murdock: Good idea, don’t have enough money; I also have a discretionary, come to me with additional funding.

Dunn: She does have over $8,000 in her discretionary.

Murdock: I can make it rain. That’s all I’m saying.

Dunn: I’m super excited! First year! Make it count so we have grounds to keep budgeting for it. This is the one instance where I’ll tell you to spend all your money! Yeah, cool, good! Stay alive!

Oak: Remind body, great opportunity, resource, use and practice creativity. This is a chance to break into ground floor.

- Unfinished Business
- New Business
  - Constitutional Audit Committee appointment(s)

Oak: Voted last week in support for this. Need to elect 3 senators.

Kirby: Nominate Rowe. Accept.


Birky: Nominate Kirby. Accept.

Monteith: Nominate Cowles. Accept.

Oak: All nominated candidates step out of room.

Oak: Appointment process similar to last week. Limit discussion to 2 min, 3 questions apiece. Question suggestions?

Dale: What will motivate you to serve this board to the best of your abilities?

Mains: What do you believe the constitutional audit committee does, and what will you do to contribute to it? Can someone else say it?

Schaff will say the question.

Erwin: How far are you willing to go to protect the constitution?

Dale: Maybe we should put a qualifier on that. Little ambiguous, could get intense.

Schaff: The correct answer is everything within legal parameters.

Murdock: I appreciate liveliness. Take this seriously, discussion about rewriting constitution, definite areas where constitution and bylaws conflict. Also put people on body able to critically analyze that, synthesize information from here. Exceedingly important.
Polukoff: We should have a question about their background with constitutions or bylaws.

Cristando: What is your knowledge and experience of the constitution and bylaws?

Green: Like to add something about critical thinking and analyzing.

Oak: I implore you to streamline, direct the question.

Cristando: What is your experience looking over documents such as constitutions and using critical thinking to come to a solution?

Smith: Analyzing and interpreting constitutional documents? Interpretation is important.

Dale: To keep this short. We may be able to add analyzing to Cristando’s question.

Cristando: Move to accept question “What is your knowledge and experience of the constitution and bylaws?”

Seconded Monteith.

Mains: That favors two candidates.

Green: Move to amend question to incorporate Dale’s comments.

Dale seconded.

Cristando: What should it say?

Dale: What is your experience with the constitution, bylaws and amendments and your knowledge of analyzing these documents?

Kuntz: What about “What is your experience and knowledge in analyzing constitutional documents and bylaws?”

Vote: 14/0/0.

Amendment passes.

Green: Can we have question repeated?

Kuntz: Can we have a comma, move an and?

Dunn: Direct comment not a thing.

Kuntz: Move to amend. What is your experience and knowledge in analyzing constitutions and bylaws?

Seconded by Mains.

Vote: 14/0/0.

Amendment accepted.

Oak: Motion passes. We have our first question.
Dale: Move to approve remaining two questions as read.
Seconded by Mains.
Green: Can we have those two questions read?
Dunn: Might I recommend read off definition of Con Audit body, so we’re all on same page.
Oak: I call upon sergeant of arms for that.
Monteith: Ensure submitted bills and bylaws do not conflict with constitution, continually review/update bylaws, grammatical corrections, review all submitted bills from inconsistencies prior to first reading in senate.
Motion passes. Three questions accepted.
Cowles: I was about to withdraw you’re taking so long. Reason I’d like to be part of this committee. I want to be as involved as I possibly can in as many aspects of the organization as I can, not afraid to ask the hard questions even if someone will get angry, though I do try not to offend people. Enjoy looking at policies, ways we can improve those, serve purpose most effectively. This committee lays foundation for that.
Cristando’s question.
Cowles: My experience: nominated to committee as a candidate. Wealth of experience. Good prospect for committee. Experience with fiscal policy, other student government, document meaning bylaws and constitution. I can help hold it together. Willingness to learn, some experience that pertains to it.
Dale’s question.
Cowles: My greatest motivation is to see some tangible improvements. Looked through constitution, good stuff there, few things change/left out, motivation to serve the students is this organization accomplishing its purpose to best of its abilities.
Schaff’s question.
Cowles: Serves to take a look through entire constitution. Ensure that what’s lined out in constitution makes sense, not hindering us in any way, have the appropriate relationship with hiring staff, university, student body. To contribute: bring an informed opinion if elected. Dive into there, read through constitution, get to know it in and out, reach out, listen to others about what they think should be changed. Take my perspective and the perspective of others, do what makes sense!
Dale: Originally appointed green to ask a question, not me. To be consistent, I yield my question to Green.

Green: Can we change people now, already asked question?

Dunn: What you’ll want to do: every meeting we approve minutes, no one thinks twice. Amend this in the minutes next week. Someone write it down. Yeah!

Kirby: Ladies and gentlemen, I truly believe in the constitution as our governing document, great place to be, continue to follow these, hold to rules, better serve student body, following rules as we always have, keep us accountable, make us the best we can be.

Cristando’s question.

Kirby: I’m a new senator. First thing I did was read through the constitution. Fairly good understanding of it, try to cross correlate to bylaws, see where we have gaps, where we can make up for those.

Dale’s question.

Kirby: The student body. Our job is to hold ourselves accountable so we can best represent students, $1.1 mil through programs, through voice. Send resolution to any administrator, needs to hold true to rules set forth.

Schaff’s question.

Kirby: Every time we have bill, resolution, referendum, look at it, where it fits in constitution, where they apply, and make sure they are fully conforming to rules set forth.

Marshall: You all know me. I love this body, constitution, annoyed with it cause it doesn’t match bylaws, want to change that. Good with parlipro and wording, I make sense most of the time.

Cristando’s question.

Marshall: Redid bylaws last year, played large part in going over them, providing feedback, etc. They’re a huge part of body, and I’ve been involved, know them fairly well. Very familiar with them.

Dale’s question.
Marshall: The fact that I'm so fed up with how archaic this constitution is, doesn't match with bylaws, hard for body to function properly having the two documents contradict one another. Help body operate smoothly.
Schaff’s question.
Marshall: Haven’t had it, it’s less what it does, more what I think it should do. Make sure constitution up to date, matches mission statement, bylaws, accurate, conveys views and goals, we can follow that. We conduct business in accordance with policy.
Rowe: Running for CAC. Background: Political science major, focus policy and analysis, what I’ve been advocating for for a long time.
Cristando’s question.
Rowe: Experience reading it in depth, how applies with bylaws, analyzing discrepancies from there, actively looking through it, making sure compliant with everything, continuing on.
Dale’s question.
Rowe: One of those nerds who likes looking at a piece of paper and analyzing it. CAC would be appropriate fit for me because I like it so much.
Schaff’s question.
Rowe: CAC will review any changes that happen to constitution, really work with each other, fitting needs of current ASMSU body. I will work with a couple members, make sure ascribes to future vision for this body.
Oak: Reminder: three on committee, four candidates. Congratulations: Rowe, Marshall, and Cowles. Be in touch after meeting, set up times to meet.
Mains: Motion to suspend the dress code for next week. Replace it with Halloween costumes. Very serious business matter.
Schaff seconded.
Erwin: Will we require people not dressed in costumes leave until they come back wearing a costume?
Mains: Yes.
Rowe: Question to chair. Presentations looking like for next week?
Oak: I do not know at this moment.
Mains: My constituents will be celebrating Halloween, and I think we should celebrate with them. Don’t think disrespectful thing. Can notify them. I don’t think we should take it so seriously. Not issue if we dress up same night.

Murdock: Need to be made aware of who the presenters are that evening. Something we do, stick with regular appropriateness of dress code, nothing scandalous.

Dale: Can I come dressed in business professional, as ASMSU senator? Is that kosher?

Mains: Yes.

Kuntz: If your outfit is appropriate and justified, you can make it work.

Marshall: Yield to Dunn.

Dunn: May I suggest, senate president Oak gets back to you on who presenters are, what the matter of those presentations are? While it’s all fun and games, love Halloween, very entertained. However, still a professional body, people taking time out of personal schedules for this meeting. If they show up and we’re dressed like clowns, may not come off as something we take seriously. Just throw that out there. My rec.

Marshall: I’m taking my floor back. It’s right here. Table it, cannot vote at later date. Make motion: pass this assuming we don’t have any presentation.

Green: I’d like to amend that we make a vote with possible executive action later on in week if possible.

Seconded by Schaff.

Dale: Could we get phrasing of the motion?

Green: Vote on it tonight. Leave it up to executive action whether or not it goes through for next Thursday.

Schaff: Amend: suspend formal attire based on executive decision by next week.

Cowles: My personal opinion. Pagan holidays and their associated foolery have no place in professional associations such as this.

Dunn: Restate amendment so everyone is on same page. Think this is a motion to suspend. Placard vote.

Green: Is motion to wait for exec action within that?

Marshal: Move to amend motion to suspend dress code. Add “granting executive permission barring any presentation for next week.”

Seconded by Mains.
Mains: With presenters, will you make them aware we’re dressing up if that is the case?
Oak: Yes.
Vote: 12/4/0. One abstention by Cowles.
Dale: Call to previous question. Seconded by Mains.
Oak: We will no vote on amended motion.
Dunn: Voting on previous question, not main motion. Previous question does not require discussion.
Vote for previous question passes.
Dale: Call for division on house.
Vote: 11/3/0. Five abstentions: Green, Cowles, Monteith, Rowe, and Barry.
Mains: What is going on?
Dunn: Focus. Almost there. We’re in discussion after passing amendment. Previous question requires 2/3, didn’t get that. Back discussion on motion to suspend.
Dale: I move the previous question. Can you explain what calling previous question is so we have a mass misunderstanding?
Dunn: Previous question. Passes with 2/3 vote. No more discussion, straight to vote to approve or deny main motion. All raise placard, vote, and no more discussion. Don’t pass previous question, go back to discussion; senate president has to call for three discussions then vote.
Vote on previous question: 18/0/0.
Vote on main motion: 12/5/0. One abstention by Cowles.
Dunn: 2/3 required to pass.
Motion fails.
- Admin Reports
  - President – Lindsay Murdock
Murdock: Folks! We are killing it! This is why we study Robert’s Rules! We have books, stuff on table, people who know this. Just spent 40 minutes voting on something, getting caught up on technicalities rather than moving swiftly through it. Always room for improvement, for second meeting doing good. Tailgate spot A12 this weekend, food, fun, there at noon! Monday in the market. At edge of your term. Opportunity to outreach to constituents, laid back, informal, expand time to 11-1. A few of you said you can do
12-1. Go 11-1 with Jen if you can. Any volunteers? Tabling on the market. Pretty laid back, go to constituents. Liaisons, makes sure all contacted ASMSU PDs and set up meeting to discuss budgets, most have, a few haven’t. Get on that by end of day tomorrow. Also make sure you’ve contacted ad-hoc committee served on, new senate liaison, additional questions, come to myself, Lukas, Erica, any returning senators. More questions let us know! Really important you go in informed and ready to speak up. We’re fortunate that we have a seat at the table, the seat is useless if you don’t say anything. Next Thursday: can’t wear Halloween costumes to meeting, but you can to ice cream social at library, 1-3 Thursday. Need volunteers to help set up. Joint city commission in city hall; sit down with our city commissioners. Talk with local legislators about renter’s rights, streamline funding, ways we can partner with them, etc. Build network with people creating change in community. Have most RSVPs. Let me know, get you a seat at the table. Agenda with that included with agenda for today. Let myself, Aubrey know if additional questions. As Brenda said, Veterans Day cool stuff is happening, cool stuff for Cat/Griz. We have a flag the side of the football field. 150+ volunteers help unfurl flag, super cool, time-lapse video on youtube send out email with registration link later tonight. Get credentials on field; have to get own ticket for the game. Maybe some additional help we can get you in helping for that. See what I can do. Take advantage of that. Help you reap benefits of hard work you do. Lastly, call to really learn Robert’s Rules. Don’t get a lot of time together as a body, important to utilize time well and do our jobs to make changes for benefit of students. Can be confusing. Erica, Dana, returning senators have good grasp. Use resources at disposal. All here to help, let’s do that. All on same page, can accomplish so much more.

Vice-President – Lukas Smith

Smith: Glad we spent all that time on costumes and it didn’t happen. Sorry, bad joke. Blood drive October 11th, 62 units of blood were collected, 76 people donated, 23 brand new donors. Goal was 70 units, we were close! Took safe zone training, really interesting, LGBTQ support, provide safer campus. Meet with PDs, get to know them, go over budgets, etc. Streamline: in September 2008, daytime use was 9,000 riders a month. Last month, just over 23,000 riders. Almost triple in 5 years. Late night in 2008: 896 in September, last month just under 1600. Almost double there. City meeting,
recommend you all come, last year was really helpful for me, sustainability was big, meet with city people in charge of that, city connections, still there. Create lasting change. Great. Upheaval. Monday 11-14th. Last year made $7200 in student art sales, goal $9000 this year. Tailgate Saturday starts at eleven. Greensky. SOB has capacity limit, running it on wrong capacity, move to BCD ballrooms. Not in SOB anymore. Unfortunate. Doors open 6:30, Eric still needs help, go do that! Smart buildings initiative rolling out Dec; let me know if you want to be on that.

Mains: Now in SUB, SUB security, SUB stuff? Same procedures?
Smith: We will be doing the same as we would in SOB because we’re limiting people.
Murdock: SUB security only if the event is serving alcohol, or there are over 1000 people.
Smith: Hoping for 400, 500 tickets available. Quote tonight comes from Roald Dahl. “If you have good thoughts, they will shine out of your face like sunbeams and you will always look lovely.”

- Business Manager – Erica Dunn

Dunn: Hey! Like to extend public invitation to senate president to feel more than comfortable as say out of order to us in exec. Happens, part of relationship. Doing great, lot to pick up, held it together, proud, keep it up. 3 for 3! Meet with PDs. Meet with them next week, because I’ll know whether or not you did. Watching you! Some of you already met! Good job! Budgeting process. Like a month and a quarter now. Brandi made some awesome changes. Much more efficient, effective move process back a month that way we hopefully don’t have to do six-hour meetings in the spring. Please be happy about that. We don’t want those. All activity based. Questions on budgeting, now good time to talk about it! Upheaval is all us this year, Lukas gave you some background, used to be a club, now Arts & Exhibits took on entire thing, it’s our responsibility to go, market, support it. Great job! I spent 8 hours in commission meeting today. Parlipro over 30 agenda items, sorry kind of cranky. Good job, keep it up, love you all.

- Senate President – Eric Oak

Oak: Thanks for bearing with me. We’re all still mastering Robert’s Rules. Exciting so many people getting into details. 80% of work happens outside of these meetings.
Impressed, you meeting with PDs, understanding budgets, no one-on-one yet about last year’s budget, literally in office about 8 hours a day now, go over that. Friday and Saturday. 10:30pm Rocky Horror in Pro. Traditionally senators go, help out, great chance to meet constituents. David is looking for some help with that. If you can, stop by, get a little bit crazy. Who knows who Max Baucus is? He’ll be stopping by our tailgate this weekend. Show him why MSU is better than U of M, go and go wild with your school spirit! City commission meeting. Actual agendas-better understand what we’ll talk about, deepen the relationship ASMSU has with city of Bozeman. Sent out email: several not signed up for ad-hoc. Very important, how we better reach constituents, how we make true changes on campus. Strategic plan signup happened last night, only a few comments, props to Green for putting stuff on there. Also: in the office, some peanut butter and jelly. Experiment. Keep table clean, I will continue to bring food, encourage a potluck. Good luck with that. Rugby: beat our opponents by 60 something points. Intense. Apology. Screwed up Dale’s phone number, please look for correction in email tonight

- Senate Vice-President – Jen Marshall
Marshall: Tailgate super fun, we play Frisbee, hang out, dance, super fun. Stop by, tons of fun. Mondays in Market. Encourage friends to stop by, great way to outreach. Budgeting questions, PDs, don’t understand, come to me, what I’m here for. Make sure well educated, budgeting process, bang it out no problems, learning done beforehand. No six-hour meetings. Greensky great time. AGD carnival same night. $5 to get in, all to charity. Juvenile diabetes. Joint city commission, speaker from Myron Rolle, free tickets signup in office. New exhibit in exit tonight! Request to you all. Especially presenters. If they ask for feedback, please please please give them feedback! They want to hear from us! Shame when we don’t give them input! Want to see your thoughts, notes, questions, hear what you have to say on that. Robert’s Rules, parlipro questions, please come ask me! I’m not kidding. Questions, answer for you. Dale competed 6 years, Rowe, Dunn, and Mains all awesome. Utilize resources; don’t be afraid to ask questions. Request from Voice Center. Feedback on what you know about them, make it more open to students, individual meetings to set up with that and budgeting. Last but not least, meeting with Diane Letendre, title 9 coordinator, talked about title 9 training,
I'll send out the link, it happens online, electronic training, educate you more about that, what to look out for, see it, here that is. Ask you guys to do that. 15 minutes, please have that done by next Friday. Please print out confirmation and give to me. Don’t have that by next Friday, I will hunt you down. Proactive, involved, educated at MSU.

Murdock: Eric just asked. Mandatory reports: not as senators. However, all employees who work for ASMSU are mandatory reporters. If someone tells me about sexual assault, discrimination, I have to report that to title 9 office. All who receive paycheck are under that. Something important for constituents. Has happened to a friend, Voice Center only place on campus and not mandatorily reported. VOICE is advocacy. If you go to a professor, admin, staff, we are required to mandatory report. Orientation, RAs, things like that. Questions about that, come ask me!

- Senate Reports

Kirby: Met with Danger Dave, Pro director. 43% of expected revenue, killing it this year! Free night, go out and see a show! Gorgeous theater. Rocky Horror Picture Show. Looks like a really fun time. Lots of props that go into it, like some of us stay to help clean up. UFPB did not meet, will talk about final residence hall location. Feel free to talk to me about that.

Kuntz: Met with Ellen from KGLT, discussed budget. Really transparent, talk to her or me. Either Ellen cool with that! We can take a DJ apprentice class for free, take advantage of that in January.

Rowe: IT council first meeting finally! Established: priority list this upcoming meeting. Get at me with your priorities. IT forum with Adam, super awesome, email him tomorrow. Like to meet with Adam and myself in the senate office, please contact me, send out email to him at noonish tomorrow, before them preferable. AIC: fundraisers for Pow Wow, larger tutoring program. Streamline: new transit bus: little more comfortable, gas efficient. Latenight had their fundraiser at the Rocking R, unofficial Chive meet up, R Bar gave $500 donation to Latenight from fundraiser. Advertising for Halloween, busiest Latenight of the year, lots of partygoers downtown during the holiday.

Mains: PR still working on business cards, more info next week. Graphic designer out, sorry not already done. Spirit: don’t know if we have that in this room, tailgate! Six spots? Laura wants people there, really fun, Jen and I dance at every one, eat food,
really great. Shout out to Lindsay. I got a compliment on her behalf at my work. Went to a Haven (basically a community Voice Center) event, Haven complimented your attendance; happy you’re there. Connecting with the community.

Cowles: Met with Nicki Duggan. Interim leader, at the reigns as they are experiencing leadership challenges. Editor in chief empty for all practical purposes. Few struggles, move to autonomous. Behind in ad sales, no one selling ads. Hard at work getting team together, ensure they meet financial goals. Big point: memo of understanding by end of November regarding relationship with them and financial policies. They go over budget, comes directly out of our budget. Pub board, Brandi, etc. get that sorted out. Parking transportation. Main issue is remote parking pass sales. Several locations. Looking to increase online sales. Impact of new dorm project, parking not more of an issue with new facility. Coming out of PTAC: at any given time, 500 vacant parking spaces. So what are you guys complaining about? PR task force doodle. Only time during show next Wednesday, not going to do that. Keep eye out for email, thing about before meeting. Mike and I met with CE earlier today, little upset we can’t use SOB, talked budget and ideas for concerts/events this spring. Maybe more funding toward that program.

Birky: Funding board first meeting went well. Met with Phyllis, more students aware of what she does, something with PR to improve advertisement.

Macy: Climbing wall. Getting ball rolling! Signed up to be part of that, please talk to me tonight, start delegating some tasks, have resolution out by next week! I’m going to be off the grid this weekend, so please talk to me tonight.

Green: Daycare got accreditation NAEYC. Prestigious, only few daycares in state that have it. Congratulate Mary, doing well down there. LI: they don’t want to keep making cat trackers, your feedback on that greatly appreciated. Especially when budgeting comes around. Not going to city council, Myron Rolle same night. Smart guy, Rhodes at Oxford, collegiate athlete, NFL, now philanthropist. Sign up tonight. Take signup sheet down there right after the meeting.

Polukoff: Recognize Murdock.

Murdock: I'm the new Michael now! The end of November, week before Thanksgiving, Board of Regents will be here, 7 members. Governing body for entire Montana
university system. Huge! They come, Thursday/Friday meeting. Wednesday night meeting, associated government of all different schools. Opportunity to network, collaborate. Send out info about meetings to all of you. Encourage you to stop by. Attending MAS meeting, pop in and out of Board of Regents meeting. All policies directly affect us, every student in Montana, almost 50,000. Huge percentage of people. Give them our input. Explain more about what they look like and MUS. Mark on calendars, MAS meeting Nov 20th. Board of Regents 21, 22nd! Important to remembered. Polukoff: Mary at daycare. Due to new accreditation, outside funding, really exciting. Pulling in more income! Some tiny picnic tables, love to see sanded and painted, need volunteers to help out with that. Should be fun. Kristen in sustainability has a meeting tomorrow with a family from Alaska, looking to donate $30,000 to MSU to work on bike program possibly. Interested, come talk to myself or Lukas. Meeting tomorrow all day. That’s a big chunk of money for biking! Exciting about that! Murdock: I’ll be at that meeting, direct input, let me know. Polukoff: Ellen and I heading tangible outcomes group. Tuesday 29th 1-2pm when we’ll meet. Some ideas!

- Senate Announcements

Dale: Celebrate Ag weekend! Welcome to land grant university, ag started on, big deal! Other news: playing another ag school, asked them to come for this weekend, so important to us and UC Davis Aggies, also blue and gold colors. Tomorrow cool stuff: 11-1 on the mall, cattlewoman meet your meat event. Meat sticks from Pioneer Meats. In SUB: lot of cool keynotes, pumpkin carving contest, stop by and talk to departments, college of ag, games, events, etc. Blue and gold breakfast Saturday free! Hanging around this weekend. Also, please respond to your emails I beg you all.


Mains: Pre law! Halloween spirited meeting Wednesday. Awesome. More detail about it! This is incredible. This is what I want to see every time we have a tailgate, even if just stopping by, what we’re about. It’s THE weekend. Parents weekend. Remind
constituents, there will be parents everywhere who don’t talk, act like college kids. Be respectful of parents, parents will be around, answer their questions, etc.

Schaff: Caires wanted to praise us on how sharp we’re looking this evening. Keep that in mind next week when we’re in formalwear.

Erwin: EWB jubilee Saturday 5pm, tickets $45 at the door, Murdock reserved table, seven spots.

Murdock: Reached out to top notch PDs, not heard back from two. Might still have two open seats, not filled by noon tomorrow, open call to senate, whoever…

Erwin: Proceeds to help work in Kenya. 30 some wells, sanitation. Semi formal, cash bar. Lots of high up people in Bozeman will be there.

Mains: Move to adjourn.

Seconded by Macy.

- Meeting Adjourned at 8:19pm.